Preferential loss of porcine chromosomes in reprogrammed interspecies cell hybrids.
Fusion of terminally differentiated somatic cells with pluripotent embryonic stem cells has been proposed as model for reprogramming the somatic cell genome, and may contribute to our understanding of the underlying mechanisms of this epigenetic process. We established an interspecies cell fusion model using murine embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and porcine fibroblasts. These inter-species fusion experiments yielded much lower conversion efficiency rates than murine intraspecies fusion. Nevertheless, two double-resistant mouse-pig hybrid clones could be generated. Reactivation of the porcine OCT4 gene, an essential pluripotent stem cell marker, and demethylation of the porcine OCT4 promoter in hybrid clone 1, suggested successful reprogramming of porcine chromosomes. A rapid loss of porcine chromosomes was observed during the selection phase. Spectral karyotyping (SKY) analysis showed that fusion-hybrid clone 1 carried a tetraploid mouse chromosome complement with only few pig chromosomes and/or chromosomal fragments. Hybrid clone 2 had a diploid set of murine chromosomes complements and also contained an interspecies chromosome fusion product. Interspecies cell fusion results in hybrid cells that retained the complement of mouse chromosomes and preferentially lose porcine chromosomes during colony expansion. Neither species-specific chromosomal segregation nor reprogrammed diploid porcine cells were observed. These findings indicate that generation of reprogrammed pluripotent diploid cells by cell fusion may require additional supporting provisions.